
1985 fISCAL YEAR REPORT TO CONGRESS PURSUANT

TO CIVIL RIGHTS Of INSTITUTIONALIZED PERSONS ACT

The Civil Rights of Institutionalized persons Act, 42 C.S.C.

§1997 (hereinafter referred to as the Act), was enacted in May

1980. It authorizes the Attorney General to initiate or to

intervene in equitable actions against public institutions

which he has reasonable cause to believe are subjecting persons

residing there to egregious or flagrant conditions pursuant to

a pattern or practice that deprives such affected persons of

rights, privileges or immunities guaranteed to them by the

Constitution or laws of the United States. This report will

provide Members of Congress with information regarding actions

taken under the Act in fiscal year 1985, and information

concerning the progress made in federal institutions toward

meeting promulgated standards for such institutions or

constitutionally guaranteed minima. This report is submitted in

accordance with the reporting requirements of 42 U.S.C. §1997(f)

and is current through September 30, 1985.



ACTIONS TAKEN IN fISCAL YEAR 1985

During fiscal year 1985, the Department filed five cases

pursuant to the Act. four of these were settled and the f~:t~

is presentlv in discovery in preoaration for trial. A sixt~ case

which the ~c~ernment filed in 1984 and litigated, was also settled

and the Consent Decree entered by the Court in fY 1985.

The De9artment initiated twelve new investigations: three

concern mental health institutions, four involve mental

retardation facilities, three concern prisons, and two others

address conditions at juvenile detention facilities. We

terminated investigations of one mental health facility, one

mental retardation facility, two prisons, and one county iail

after determining that voluntary remedial efforts undertaken On

behalf of responsible state and local officials during the course

of our investigations had brought conditions of confinement at

those facilities up to constitutional minima.

Actions taken during the fiscal Year are more fully described

below, and were taken in accordance with the internal guidelines

previously reported.
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o On february 5, 1985, we notified Governor James 81anchar~ of

Michigan of OUr intent to commence an investigation of t~e

Kalamazoo Regional Psychiatric Hospital, Kalamazoo, Mic~~~an.

We received allegations that this facility may be viola~:~~

the constitutional and federal statutory riqhts of the

residents with respect to qeneral conditions of con:i~~~~~t

and adeGuacy of treatment. We have concluded our exper:

consultant tours of the facility and evaluated documents

gathered during the course of our investigation. We will soon

advise aooropriate state officials of our findings.
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o On July 17, 1985, we sent notice to Governor George

Deukmejian of our intention to commence an investigati~n of

Napa State Hospital, a 1950-bed mental health facility in

Imola, California. The information we received su~aested

. , -

that t~e facility might be violating the federal

const:tJtional and statutory rights of the resid~nts wit~

its failure to protect patients from harm, failure to

provide adequate medical care, failure to protect residents

from harm due to fire and overuse and misuse of seclusion and

restraints. We have conducted expert consultant tours and

are continuing to evaluate the information we have thus far

col"lected .



o On September 10, 1985, we notified Governor Michael Dckakis

of our intent to commence an investigation into conditions

of confinement at Westboro State Hospital, a 300-bed mental

health facility in Westboro, Massachusetts. This

investigation was initiated based on claims of patier.t

abuse, inadequate medical care, inappropriate use of

restraints, inadequate staffing, deficient patient

supervision and inadequate infection control and sanitation.

Our investigation of this facility is continuing.
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o On November 21, 1984, we wrote to Governor Mario Cuomo to

inform him of the results of our investigation of the South

Beach Psychiatric Center, Staten Island, New York. A~though

we note1 that several 9ractices at the facility relati~g to

use of restraint and seclusion, and 9sychotro9ic rnedic3~ions

and p~cvision of medical care were in need of inprouese~t,

we fo~~d that current conditions met constitutional mi~ima.

We therefore closed our investigation.
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o On November 23. 1984. we notitied Governor Richard C. Riley

of our findings concerning our investiqation of the South

Carolina State Hospital. Columbia, South Carolina. C"P

notitication letter addressed serious problems with res~ect

to staffing and staff qualifications. ~rotection of 9=tients

from h3rm. use of psychotropic drugs, and use of secl~sion

and restraints. The recommended remedial measures i~:luded

the hiring of sufficient numbers of qualified staff and the

development and implementation of a system to ensure patient

safety and proper medical care. the appropriate use 0:

seclusion, and staff compliance with hospital policies.

orotocols and standards. We are currently finalizinc the

terms of the settlement agreement negotiated with the State

of South Carolina designed to remedy the above-stated

deficiencies.
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o On December 13, 1984, we notified Governor James R. Thompson

of our findings of constitutional deficiencies identicied

during the course of our investigation of the Elgin a~~

Manteno Mental Health Centers. Despite the state's pcan to

close the Manteno facility and transfer most of its

residents to the Elgin Mental Health Center, our letter

cited serious concerns at both institutions. Recom~2~~ed

remedial measures included hiring of sufficient numbers of

qualified staff, developing a monitoring system to assure

adequate medical care and psychopharmacological treat~ent,

developing stringent recordkeeping and review procedures,

and enforcement measures to ensure staff compliance with

hospital policies and standards relating to the unnecessary

use of p~ysical restraints and seclusion. Due to the :act

that these two facilities are in a transitional phase,

we conducted a subsequent tour to assess current conditions.

The findings of our most recent tour and review of documents

are pending.
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o On february 19, 1985, we informed Govenor James B1anc~arc

of our findings of constitutional deficiencies in Norc~'jille

and Ypsilanti Regional Psychiatric Hospitals in Mict:~=~.

Our letter adrlressed violations of patients' rights ~:~~

respect to staffing, medical and administrative pracc:ces,

seclusion end restraint, and protection from harm.

RecomDended remedial meesures included hiring suffic:~~:

numbers of qualified staff, developing a monitorinq sjstem

for patient care, appropriate use of seclusion and

restraint, professionally designed treatment programs =nd

staff compliance with hospital policies, protocols a~c

stand=rds. We are currently finalizing the terms of c~e

settlement agreement negotiated with the State of Mic~igan

which will remedy the above-stated deficiencies.
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o We are currently monitorinq the implementation of the

consent decree entered in U.S. v. Indiana, our first case

pursuant to the Act which remedies unconstitutional

conditions of confinement in state institutions for the

mentally ill. We have conducted compliance tours of t~e

subject facilities, Central and Logansport State Hospitals,

and continue to review the state plans for adequacy.
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o On 'eb~ua~y 11, 1985, the United States filed suit against

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts pu~suant to the Civil

Rights of Institutionalized Pe~sons Act. Despite atte~pts

to negotiate a sp.ttlement ag~eement, Commonwealth of~icials

steadfastly ~efused to ente~ into an aa~eement which would

be filed in Cou~t. U.S. v. Massachusetts is the fi~st

contested lawsuit involving a mental health facility filed

by the Depa~tment pu~suant to the Act. The complaint

alleged that ~esidents of the Worcester State Hospital, a

400-berl mental health ~acility, were being deprived of

their due process rights unde~ the Fourteenth Amendment.

The alleged pattern and p~actice of unconstitutional

conditions include: 1) failing to ensure that qualified

professional jUdgments necessary to ensure safe conditions

of confinement and freedom f.rom unreasonable bodily

rest~aint are made and implemented; 2) using drugs in an

unsafe fashion; 3) using ~estraint, seclusion and time-out

in an unreasonable manner which deprives residents of

constitutionally guaranteed liberty interests. This case

is now in the discovery stage.
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o Negotiations with the State of California are nearin9 a

conclusion with respect to a proposec settlement acreement

concerning constitutional deficiencies identified by our

investigation of the Atascacero State Hospital.
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o On January 17, 1985, the United States and the State oF.

Maryland entered into a consent decree remedying

constitutional deficiencies found hy the United State~ In

the course of our investigation at the Rosewood Centec, a

mental retardation facility in Owings Mills. Under t~e

consent decree, the State is obligated to conform

institJtional practices to constitutional standarris as well

as to meet the requirements of §504 of the Rehabilitation

Act of 1973. The State agreed to provide a minimally

adequate level of staffing, including a sufficient number of

qualified staff to provide for the exercise of professional

iudgments with respect to patient care. The State also

agreed to submit plans describing actions for achieving

constitutional conditions of confinement, particularlv in

the areas of resident care, medical treatment, traini~s,

consultations, recordkeeping, fire safety, drug use, use of

restraints and time-out, and prevention of abuse and

neglect. The State has filed plans and reports with the

United States District Court for the District of Marycand

as required by the decree and we are currently monitoring

the implementation of those plans.
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o On March 15. 1985. we notified Governor Victor Atiyeh o~

our findings of constitutional and federal statutory

deficiencies at the Fairview Training Center, a Eacili~y in

Salem. Oregon at which some 1,400 mentally retarded persons

reside. The constitutional deficiencies cited include

violations of the residents' rights to adequate meGical

care, reasonable safety, freedom from undue bodily restraint

and training to facilitate safety and the ability to

function free from unreasonable restraints. The statutory

deficiencies cited in the letter were violations of Section

504 of the Rehabilitation Act and the Education of All

Handicapped Children Act. Subsequent to the State's receipt

of these findings, we were requested to conduct a follow-up

tour of fairview to evaluate measures taken by the State to

improve conditions. We have completed follow-up expert

tours, document review and interviews and have evaluated the

findings and recommendations of our expert consultants. We

are in the process of drafting our findings letter to the

State regarding our most recent site visit.
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o On September 11, 1985, we informed Governor William O'Neill

of the findings of our investiaation of the South~ury

Training School, an institution for the mentally retardAC

in Connecticut. Our letter set forth the deficient

conditions which we believe deprived residents of their

constitutional riqhts, including: inadequate medical care;

insufficient recordkeeping practices; dangerous medication

practices; lack of minimallY adequate traininq and

unreasonable use of bodily restraints; insufficient staffinq;

and unsafe environmental conditions. Our letter also cited

the recommended measures necessary to remedy these

unconstitutional conditions. We are currently attempting to

negotiate a settlement agreement to resolve this matter.
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o On Decembe~ 7, 1984, we notified Gove~no~ Richa~d Larr~

of Colo~ado conce~ning the findings of ou~ investiqat~on

of the Wheat Ridge Regional CAnte~, a facility at whis~

a~~~ox:mately 540 mentally ~eta~ded pe~sons ~eside. The

lette~ cited deficiencies with ~espect to staff, ca~e and

t~aininq as well as medical ca~e and medication p~actices.

\le have successfully completed settlement neqotiations with

the State and expect to file this consent dec~ee in Cou~t

which will ~emedy the constitutional infi~mities identiEied

by ou~ investigation.
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o On November 30, 1984, we notified Governor Edwin Edwa~ds

of our intention to initiate an investigation of the

Belle Chasse School, an institution fo~ the mentally retarded

in Louisiana. Our investigation was based on allegations of

constitutional violations with respect to provision 0:

adequate food, shelter and medical care; prevention a~use

and neqlect of residents; and provision of such traininc as

is necessary to protect residents from unreasonable risks to

their personal safety to ensure them freedom from undue

bodily restraint. We have completed expert tours of the

facility and are evaluating the information we have

collected as well as the findings and recommendations of our

expert consultants. We will inform the State of the ~esults

of our investigation in the near future.



o On December 18, 1984, we informed Governor Tonye Anaya o~

the initiation of our investiqation into conditions of

confinement at the Fort Stanton Hospital and Training

School, an institution for the mentally retarded in

New ~exico. Our investigation was based on allegations of

abuse and neglect, lack of adequate staff and supervisi0n,

and inadequate provision of medical care. We have cc~pleted

expert tours, reviewed documents and conducted interviews

and are now evaluating the information we have collected.

We plan to notify and discuss our findings with the State in

the near future.
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On September 10, 1985, we notified Governor Richard f.

Celeste of our intention to investigate conditions at

the MontGomery Developmental Center, a mental retarnation

facility in Huber Heights, Ohio. Our investigation w~s

based on allGged violations of residents' federal

constitutional and statutory riahts with respect to violence

and a~use and lack of aporopriate and necessary supe~vision,

staffing, and medical care.

facility is continuing.
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o On Se~tember 11, 1985, we sent notice to Governor Bill

Allain of our intent to investiaate conditions at

Ellisville State School, a 700-bed mental retardation

facility located in Ellisville. Mississippi. Our

investication was prompted by alleqations of misuse of

medication as well as seclusion and restraint; a~use of

residents; inadequate protection of residents from har~;

and existence of hazardous environmental conditions. We

are continuing to investiqate conditions at this facility.
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o On January 5, 1985, we sent our supplemental findinas to

Governor George Nigh of Oklahoma with respect to the

State's efforts to implement its voluntary plan of

correction concerning conditions at the Enid and Pauls

Valley State Schools. Our follow-up visits Eound

suostantial improvements in the physical plant and trainino

and educational programs at the Enid State School.

ProEessional and direct care staff levels at Enid had been

improved to the point where they were no longer

constitutionally inadequate. ThereEore, our Eormal

investigation of Enid was closed. Constitutional

deficiencies were found to still exist at Pauls Valley.

W~ are continuinq to monitor the voluntary remedial efforts

beino made by the State at Pauls Valley to brine conditions

there up to constitutional minima.
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o On March 28, 1985. the Department notified the Board of

Supervisors of Los Anqeles County, California of our intent

to investigate conditions of confinement at the Los ~nqeles

County Juvenile Halls. The investigation was initiated

on the basis of information received by the Department which

sugaested that iuv~niles residing at these tacilitias were

subjected to abuse, violence, overcrowdina, lack of staff

and inadequate security.
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o On March 28, 1985, we notified the San Francisco Bcare

of Supervisors of our impending investigation of the

~outh Guidance Center, a juvenile detention facility

operated by the county. The Department initiated the

investigation on the basis of information that it

received which indicated that juveniles confined to t~at

facility were subjected to abuse and violence, overcrc~~ing,

lack of staff and lack of security. Expert consultants

have toured the facility on behalf of the government and

have provided their evaluation of conditions. The

investiaation is continuing.
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o On January 17, 1985, the Court approved a settlement

agreement in United States v. Bedford County, Tennessee

(E.O. Tenn.) which requires improvements to the physi~al

plant of the county jail such that fire hazards anG ~~safe

physical conditions are eliminated. inmate classification is

proviced to reasonably assure inmate safety, ann suff:c12nt

staff is present to provide appropriate supervision c:

inmates. The United States continues to monitor compliance

with the terms of the agreement.
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o On January 28, 1985, the Department notified the Boare

of Supervisors of Harrison County, Mississippi th~t o~r

investigations of the county iails in GUlfport anc Bicoxi

woulc ~e closec. Improvements in conditions at Gulf~ort,

particuLarly those concerning fire safety, placed that

jail beyond the jurisdiction of the Civil Rights of

Institutionalized Persons Act. The Biloxi facility, w~ich

has been rebuilt, poses no unreasonable risks to the

physical safety of inmates. New procedures on staff

activities at both facilities and the commitment of the

Sheriff's Department to operate the jails in conformity

with constitutional principles convinced us that no

further action by the Department is warranted.
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o On May 23, 1985, the Department filed a complaint and

settlement agreement in United States v. Ada County

(D. Idaho), addressing conditions of confinement at

the Ada County Jail. The Court approved the agreesent and

ordered defendants to comply with its provisions. The

cou~ty is required to improve security and surveilla~2e,

medical care, fire

by June 1, 1986.

with the decree.

safety I building safety anc sanitati~~

The United States is monitoring compliance
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o On July 15, 1985, the District Court for the District of

New Jersey accepted the proposed settlement in United

States v. City of Newark, et al., which addressed the

constitutionality of conditions of confinement at ~ew3rk

City Jail. In the settlement agreement between the City

and the United States, defendants agreed to remedy

inadequate sanitation services and security and inadequate

medical screening and delivery of medical services. The

agreement also provides for relief from overcrowding and

multiple ceIling and the provision of basic necessities for

the prisoners. Two special masters previously appointed

by the Court were char~ed with the responsibility for

monitoring compliance with the settlement. The order

requires full compliance by June 1, 1987. The Department

is monitoring progress in fulfilling the requirements of the

agreement.
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o On September 17, 1985, the Department filed a complaint

and settlement agreement in United States v. Cour-tv of

Talladega (N.D. Ala.), which remedies conditions

Talladega County Jail. The settlement agreement recuires

the county to improve conditions at the jail by provicin~

adequate fire protection and medical care, inclucin~ a

medical screening process for all new inmates and the

provision of necessary treatment to inmates with serious

drug and alcohol problems. The county is also required

by the agreement to guarantee adequate security within the

jail, including contraband control, an inmate classification

system and means of preventing severe overcrowding. rull

compliance is required by July 31, 1987. The Department

is monitoring progress toward full compliance.
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o In United States v. Michiaan (W.O. Mi.), which addressed

conditions of confinement at state prisons in Jackson,

Ionia and Marquette, the Department carefully monitored

progress in meeting the requirements of the consent decree

entered by the Court on July 16, 1984. We conducted

numerous inspection tours of the three facilities wit~

expert consultants. In June 1985, we filed a stipulation

with the Court detailing specific dates for completion of

required improvements particularly in the areas of mental

health~ crowding. Eire safety, sanitation. environment and

protection from harm. We SUbsequently filed a motion seekinq

enforcement of the consent decree in the areas of mental

healt~ care, sanitation, and fire safety. The Department

continues to evaluate conditions within the three pris~ns

and work with an independent, court-appointed expert.
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o On Decembe~ 18, 1984, we notified Gove~no~ Geo~ge A~iyoshi

of the findings made du~ing the Depa~tment's investigation

of Oahu Community Co~~ectional Facility and Halawa High

Secu~ity Facility. We inEo~med the Gove~no~ of specific

violations of inmates' constitutional ~ights at the Oa~u

facility particula~ly those involving failu~e to prote~t

inmates f~om unreasonable ~isk of physical violence, lack

of security, overcrowding, and lack of minimally adequate

fire safety, medical care and safe environmental conditions.

Our letter also noted that, while some deficiencies exist

at the Halawa facility, none rose to a level which violates

inmates' constitutional rights. Consequently, we have begun

negotiating with Hawaii state officials concerning necessa~y

remedies at Oahu and closed the investigation of Balawa.
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o On March 7, 1985, we notified Governor George Deukmejiar.

of our intention to investigate conditions of confinement

at the California Medical Facility (CMF) in Vacaville. CMF

is a hospital facility designed to meet the acute and

chronic medical, dental and psychiatric needs of adult males

confined in the custody of the California Department of

Corrections. The investigation was initiated on the basis

of information received by the Department which alleged that

medical services, medication practices and environmental

conditions were seriously deficient. In addition, inmates

residing there are alleged to be subjected to

unconstitutional levels of violence and overcrowding.

Thus far, Department attorneys have conducted tours with

expert consultants. The investigation is continuing.
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o On March 18, 1985, the Department notified Governor

George Deukmejian of California that our investiaatio~

of Folsom State Prison would be closed. The Departme~~'s

concern about the constitutionality of conditions of

confinement at Folsom were addressed in Toussaint v.

McCarthv (N.D. Cal.), a class action case in which th.e

Court found that specific conditions violated prisoners'

rights under the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the

Constitution. The Court appointed a special monitor in

Toussaint to evaluate compliance with the Court's order

for injunctive relief. In view of these actions, the

Department determined that appropriate steps were bein~

taken to protect inmates' constitutional rights.

Consequently, the investigation of Folsom State Prisco

was terminated.
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o On May 28, 1985, the Depa~tment notified Gove~no~ Juan Luis

of the Vi~gin Islands of ou~ intent to investigate

conditions at Golden G~ove Co~~ectional Institution on

St. Croix. The investigation was initiated on the basis

of information which alleged unconstitutional conditions of

confinement. Specifically, the information suggested that

inmates' rights we~e violated by the life-threatening

condition of the physical plant of the facility, inadecuate

secu~ity, and substandard medical ca~e. The facility was

insgected by expe~t consultants du~ing FY 85. We continue

to evaluate institutional documents andweiqh information

p~ovided to us f~om othe~ sou~ces. Negotiations with Vi~gin

Island officials a~e continuina.
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o On September 18, 1985, the Department notified Gover~or

Bill Clinton of Arkansas of our intention to investicate

conditions at the Cummins Unit of the Arkansas Depart~ent

of Corrections. The investigation was predicated on

allegations that inmates are sUbjected to violence and

abuse, and that First Amendment Rights and access to

courts have been illegally limited.

still in progress.
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o The Depactment continued its investigation of the Julia

Tutweilec Pcison in Wetumpka, Alabama ducing FY 85.

Expect consultants inspected the facility and capocte~

on theic findings and cecornmendations. We ace continuing

to evaluate facts in this investigation to detecrnine

whethac thece exist any violations of the fedecal

constitutional eights of women incaccecated thece,

particularly with cespect to equal pcotection under the

law relating to vocational and educational tcaining

pcograns.
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o The Department continued its investigation of Sing Sine

Correctional Facility in Ossining, New York. During the

fiscal year, we conducted inspection tours of the facility

with expert consultants, reviewed institutional documents

and conducted interviews of knowledgeable sources. The

investigation is still in progress.
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o The Department is continuing its CRIPA investigation of

conditions of confinement at Clinton Correctional Facility

in Dannemora, New York. The Civil Rights Division's

Criminal Section is also investigating allegations of

violence against inmates to determine whether any feceral

criminal statutes may have been violated.
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The Attorney General is requireD by Section 8(5) of the Act,

42 U.S.C. 1997f(5), to report on the progress made in federal

institutions toward meeting existing promulgated standards For

such institutions or constitutionally quaranteed mlnima. A

summary of progress made toward this goal by federal institcsions

operated by the Veterans Administration, the Department 0: ~e3lth

a.nd Human Services and the Federal Bureau of Prisons follc~s.
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The Veterans Administration continues to take measures to

ensure that the civil rights of patients in all of its facilities

are adequately protected. In March 1984, formal regulations

were promulgated to assure that patient care is provided only with

the full informed consent of each. patient or his representati~e.

This effort enhanced an earlier compilation identifying the

constitutiorally protected rights of each patient as well as

numerous other rights assured through administrative regulations.

The Veterans Administration continues to increase the number of

patient representatives charged with the responsibility of

assisting patients in understanding their rights and acting as

patient advocates in civil rights enforcement. In order to

ensure constitutionally adequate medical care in all of its

facilities, the Veterans Administration operates the Health

Services Review Organization which includes numbers of health

professionals who evaluate the quality of medical care provided

to patients and, when necessary, corrects problems in the delivery

of health care. Individual patients are surveyed periOdically to

determine their level of satisfaction with the care provided to

them. Lastly, the Office o( Inspector General and the Office of

Medical Inspector stand re~dy to investigate allegations of fraud,

waste, substandard care or abuse in the Veterans Administration.

All of these mechanisms are designed to protect the civil richts of

Veterans Administration patients.
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Saint Elizabeths Hospital, under the Department of Healt~

and Human Services, continues to make great progress in assuring

the protection of the civil rights of its patients. The Hospital

is accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of

Hospitals, which requires specific standards concerning our

methods of compliance with each of the patients' rights described

in the JCAH Consolidated Standards for Psychiatric Hospitals and

Standards for Mental Health Centers.

During the past year, the Patient Advocate's Office developed

a monthly Patient Advocacy Newsletter to provide a means for

distributing information on local and national issues to patients

and to report on achievements of patients' actions. Staff from

the Patient Advocate's Office and the Hospital's Legal Office

have also continued joint training sessions on the rights of

institutionalized patients, both in the Hospital, for staff, and

outside the hospital, for community groups. The goal of these

training sessions is to continue educating employees and the

community on patients' rights issues in order to prevent

violations of patients' rights.

Additionally, in order to ensure that the reorganization of the

District of Columbia's mental health system mandated by Public Law

98-621 will occur by October 1987, staff from the Legal Office,
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and the Patient Advocate's Office actively partici~ated in the

development of a proposal for city-wide mental health advocacy

for all patients in the new system.

Finally, in the last year, to recognize ~atients' assis~a~ce

and actions in assuring the enhancement of quality patient cere

at Saint Elizabeths Hos~ital, the Hospital held its first a-accs

program for patients.

In all of these ways, St. Elizabeths Hospital continues to

take the steps necessary to assure full protection of residents'

civil rights.
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The Bureau of Prisons (BOP), which operates the federal

prison system, continues to take significant steps to ensure

the protection of the constitutional rights of persons under

its authority.

The standards to which the Bureau of Prisons adheres a~e those

developed jointly by the American Correctional Association and the

Commission 'on Accreditation for Corrections. These standards

cover every area of correctional management and operation and

include all the basic requirements related to life/safety and

Constitutional minima.

In ~y 1985, the Bureau of Prisons continued its efforts to

have all BOP facilities accredited. The Commission granted

initial accreditation awards to three Bureau facilities and

reaccreditations to five others, bringing the total accredited

Bureau facilities to 37. Under the terms of the accreditation

contract and award, each accredited institution must successfully

undergo a reaudit every three years to keep its accreditation

status continuous. Accredited institutions are also subject to

interim audits by the Commission to monitor ongoing compliance

with the standards, particularly in the vital areas of inmate

rights, health care, security, safety and sanitation.

In addition, these standards have been incorporated into

national Bureau of Prisons' policy. Each federal institution's
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program and operation is audited for compliance with national

policy every 12-18 months through the Bureau's Management Aucit

Program.
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